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Subject: Two Letters En Route

Body:

Please pursue these leads as appropriate.To: Jeremy_Gunn @ jfk-arrb.gov (Jeremy Gunn) @ Internetcc: (bcc: 

Jeremy Gunn/ARRB)From: 72303.2702 @ CompuServe.COM ("David S. Lifton") @ Internet @ WORLDCOM 

Date: 04/10/96 06:12:44 PM CDTSubject: Two Letters En RouteJeremy:Just wanted to tell you that yesterday, I 

sent (Priority Mail) an envleopecontaining two letters dated April 9, and which I designated "Letter #1" 

and"Letter #2". They dealt with two related matters, each of which (as I recall)were part of my presentation at 

the 4/95 expert's conference.#1. The Gawler's business documents. I provded ARRB with my copies, and 

calledattention to the statement, in those documents, (apparently in Hagan's hand)that the body arrived in 

Washington in a "metal shipping casket." I hope thisstatement can be pursued under oath.#2. A 1965 letter 

from Congresman (and former Mayor) Earl Cabell to the JusticeDepartment, calling for the destruction of the 

Dallas casket---plus internalJustice Dept. documents rejecting this request. In this instance, I requestthat ARRB 

treat the Dallas casket as an assassination record, locate it, and seethat it is preserved.I hope both these items 

are acted on during the life of ARRB.Sincerely,DavidP.S. The next item I'm assembling are my Capt. Obsborne 

transcripts, plus theletter Osborne wrote to a researcher stating that he removed the brain.PPS Please *do* 

send me your home address so that I might correspond with youprivately, as per the message you left on my 

answering machine last Sunday.Also, I'm very pleased that ARRB wants the Best Evidence filmed interviews. 

Itranscribed your message about the different possible ways we might procede,will show it to an atty. friend 

of mine, and will be following up on that.
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